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Calculating the Spacing for Measurement Grids 
 
Written by: Dave Phillips, Technical Applications Specialist – Laminar Flow 
 
On occasion it is necessary to calculate the spacing for downflow velocity measurement, supply volume, 
Class II-B1 direct inflow velocity measurement, and lighting intensity in accordance with NSF/ANSI 49. On 
newer biological safety cabinets (BSCs), the spacing information is often provided on the data plate for field 
certification. However, sometimes it is necessary to calculate the spacing which includes older units that do 
not have the information available or for the written exam to be an NSF accredited BSC field certifier.  
In training preparation, I found that while the principle is understood, it is easily confusing. As a result, I put 
the steps in order to calculate the spacings and then came up with an acrostic to remember the steps and 
sequence. 
 
I started using the acrostic in an effort to help people remember the steps for calculation.  However, I found 
it helpful myself in calculating the grid patterns. I just recited my acrostic and followed the steps rather than 
remembering the principles of starting X inches or centimeters from the side, front or rear and then 
calculating the correct number of readings and spaces so the intervening readings were equally spaced but 
no more than Y inches or centimeters apart and then working it out.  
 
With the hope that the following acrostic will be helpful to you, I offer – “Sally Doesn’t Run Down Streets” 
which represents Subtract – Divide – Round up – Divide - Sum. Let me demonstrate how it works. 
 
We need to calculate the positions for a row of downflow velocity readings in a BSC where the distance from 
left to right is 47.2 inches. This would work equally well if you are measuring in centimeters. 
 
Whenever NSF/ANSI 49 provides guidance for these types of grids, it will typically state the distance the first 
and last readings must be from the nearest wall and it will state the maximum distance allowed between the 
intermediate readings. In the case of downflow velocities, Section A.8.3.1 states that for BSCs greater than 
3 feet in nominal width require at least 7 readings from left to right and “a uniform rectangular grid with 
spacings as close to but no greater than 6.0 x 6.0 in (15 x 15 cm) and containing a minimum of three rows” 
and that “perimeter air velocity readings shall be taken 6.0 in (15 cm) away from the walls and sash 
enclosing the work area”. The acrostic works for cabinets with interior widths greater than 42 inches or 105 
cm which are all nominal 4 ft/1.2 meter wide units and wider I am aware of. 
 
Note that the example is a width greater than 42 inches, so the acrostic will work. 
 

1. S for “Sally” reminds me to Subtract. I need to subtract the perimeter distances. In this case, I 
subtract the s inches from each of the side walls with 2 x 6 inches or 12 from my 47.2 inches to 
yield 35.2 inches. 

 
2. D for “Doesn’t” reminds me to Divide. I need to divide my 35.2 inches by the maximum distance 

allowed between intermediate readings or 6 inches. In this case, I divide 35.2 inches by 6 inches to 
yield 5.866.  
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3. R for “Run” reminds me to Round Up. I need round up my 5.866 to 6.  

 
4. D for “Down” reminds me to Divide again. Actually, here is where using Imperial units will often 

confuse people. This is because for most nominally 4 ft/ 1.2 meter units we are dividing again by 6. 
But the first time we divided was to determine how many readings we would have (less 1 because 
there is a reading at the beginning) and now we are dividing for the spacing. But as before, when 
we divide my 35.2 inches by the number of intermediate readings or 6 it yields 5.866.  

 
5. S for “Streets” reminds me to Sum. Sometimes, if we start marking points we find we are a little off 

at the end. When this happens it can because we made a mistake at the end or we rounded the 
distance which then over or undershoots the last point. If we sum the actual unrounded value and 
round the total distances, it will work perfectly. See below for two examples.  
 

In example A, we round our distance of 5.866 inches to 5.9 inches. In example B, we use the unrounded 
distance and just round the results. See which one puts us in the correct final location which should be 41.2 
inches (6 inches away from the total width of 47.2 inches). 
 
Example A Example B 
1st  location 6 1st  location  6  
2nd location 6 + 5.9 or 11.9 2nd location      6 + 5.866 or 11.866 rounded to 11.9  
3rd location 11.9 + 5.9 or 17.8 3rd location      11.866 + 5.866 or 17.732 rounded to 17.7 
4th location 17.8 + 5.9 or 23.7 4th location      17.732 + 5.866 or 23.598 rounded to 23.6 
5th location 23.7 + 5.9 or 29.6 5th location 23.598 + 5.866 or 29.464 rounded to 29.4 
6th location 29.6 + 5.9 or 35.5 6th location 29.464 + 5.866 or 35.33 rounded to 35.3 
7th location 35.5 + 5.9 or 41.4 7th location 35.33 + 5.866 or 41.196 rounded to 41.2 
 
In example A, 41.4 is 5.8 inches away from the wall at 47.2 inches, so our last reading is too close. In 
example B, 41.2 is 6 inches away from the wall at 47.2 inches – right where we need to be.  
 
This method also it works on several NSF measurements.  
 
When calculating the supply volume in the old method for B2 inflow measure, NSF/ANSI 49 states “measure 
the supply air velocity on an approximate 4 x 4 in (10 x 10 cm) grid in a horizontal plane 6.0 in (15 cm) below 
the face of the downflow diffuser, starting 2 in (5 cm) from each perimeter wall“. I just use 2 inches or 5 cm 
instead of “6” in the first step or “Sally” and 4 inches or 10 cm instead of “6” in the second step or “Doesn’t”.  
 
When calculating the lighting intensity, NSF/ANSI 49 states, “with the cabinet lights off, measure the 
background lighting intensity along the side-to-side centerline of the work tray on a uniform linear pattern in 
increments close to but no greater than 12 in (30 cm), starting 6.0 in (15 cm) from the side walls“. I just use 6 
inches or 15 cm in the first step or “Sally” and now 12 inches or 30 cm instead of “6” in the second step or 
“Doesn’t”.  
 
 
Please visit www.thermoscientific.com/certnotes to make suggestions or to view additional resources for 
certifiers. We welcome your comments and suggestions for this and future CertNotes 
 
Best Regards,  
 
 
Dave Phillips 
Technical Application Specialist – Laminar Flow 
Thermo Fisher Scientific  
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